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JMS and custom joomla installation
Posted by Boradan - 2012/08/24 04:10
_____________________________________

I have a custom joomla installation including all extensions and some content that I would like to deploy
to subdomains when purchased through vitruemart. Is this possible using JMS2WIN? 
As I see it, this would be a way around JMS2WIN only having limited extension support. 
The templates for the site are created using Gantry, so Gantry, roknavmenu and RokSprocket are all
pre-installed in the custom joomla installation and thus would not need to be copied individually as they
are already contained in the 'sample_data.sql' included in the install package. 

A few other questions: 
Does the 1.3 Full version include the vrtuemart bridge and patches? 
I see you also need a 'website quota' for setting up billable websites.... is there a quota included in the
1.3 full version? How much? how much does it cost for exra quotas? 

Thanks for your time, 

Andy

============================================================================

Re: JMS and custom joomla installation
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/08/24 16:01
_____________________________________

YES you can use your specific "/installation" directory. 
Only the "index.php" files is patches in the "/installation" directory. So you can restore any /installation
directory that would do whatever you want. 

This is recommended when you have joomla for different language. 
So yes you can do that. 

Like with JMS 1.2, the other extension are not included in the "core JMS 1.3.x". 
The "bridge for VM" that works for joomla 1.5 can also be used with JMS 1.3.x. 
We are currently developing a new "Bridge for VM2" that works with Joomla 2.5. 

Based on your question, your idea seems good to create a package that would group the JMS 1.3 FUll
with the future "Brigde for VM2" and an initial quota. We will think about that when the "Bridge for VM2"
will be available.
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